Abstract -The development of a PV-converter based on the advanced
INTRODUCTION

Prices of PV-converters must come down further
The continuously decreasing prices for PV-Modules result in the fact that the reduction of the specific PVconverter costs (€/W) is becoming more and more important. A wider usage of Photovoltaic energy systems requires a further reduction of the specific costs while keeping the very high standard PV-converters have reached nowadays regarding safety, efficiency, reliability, electromagnetic compatibility and functionality (e.g. grid monitoring functions). String oriented PV-converters developed by I SET (Germany) and SMA Regelsysteme GmbH (Germany) have been very successful in the past decade due to their economical and technological advantages (e.g. reduced DC-installation, local MPP-tracking). Nevertheless the reduction of the specific costs of state-of-the-art PVconverters is still possible.
Cost reduction due to increased nominal power of converter unit
The experience has shown that a cost reduction can be achieved primarily by increasing the nominal power of the PV-converter. Fig. 1 shows the projected development of specific PV-converter costs as function of the nominal power of the converter unit including stateof-the-art String-Converter as well as the first and second generation of the new Multi-String-converter introduced in the present paper. 
Fig. 1: Cost reduction due to increased nominal power of PV converter unit
A new PV-converter concept is needed
Due to the limited voltage proof of PV-modules and electronic components of the converter it is not possible to extend the nominal power of single strings just by connecting more PV-modules in series. On the other hand the particular advantages of the string technology are lost by connecting strings in parallel in order to increase the nominal power. Since the extension of the nominal power of String-converters beyond 2.5 kW can not be achieved either by extensive series or parallel connection of PVmodules a new converter concept is needed. In [1] future trends of PV-converters are presented including a new type of converter called "Multi-String-converter" offering a solution to the above problem.
The present paper gives a detailed description of the features, the operational behaviour and approach for the technical realisation of the new Multi-String-converter.
THE MULTI-STRING-CONVERTER
The modular concept of the Multi-String converter
As illustrated in the block diagram in Fig. 2 In recent years Central PV-converters and Stringconverters have emerged as the main competitors in the field of PV-system technology. Each converter stands for its own PV-system philosophy and both concepts are compared very often in order to identify "the best" concept. However, the comparison of String-converter and Central PV-converter based on the evaluation of real PV-systems has always to take into account the specific conditions of the corresponding PV-system (e.g. grade of dirt, orientation and temperature of the PV-modules) [2] . Therefore a general judgement can not be made based on comparison of real PV-systems. Consequently Fig. 3 
Low specific costs of PV-converter
Although String-converters have reached a very low price level the reduction of the specific costs (€/W) is still possible by using synergy effects. As shown in Fig. 5 .a a PV-system applying several (n) String-converters comprises some converter components implemented n times although they are just need once. In order to reduce the converter costs these redundant functional blocks and components can be left out: In the particular example of a PV-System illustrated in Fig. 5 
Minimum costs of PV-system installation
One of the main features that lead to the success of the String-Converters was the massive reduction of costs associated with the PV-system installation (e.g. reduced DC-cabling and DC-distribution, omitted series diodes and DC-connection cases). This advantage is adopted by the Multi-String-converter due to the string-oriented structure of the concept. Therefore the overall costs of the PV-system are minimised using Multi-String-converter.
Modular extendibility for realisation of PV systems of any size
Due to the modular concept the Multi-String-converter can be applied to PV-systems of any size by equipping the converter with the desired number of DC/DCconverters.
Depending on the nominal power of the PV-System the inverter section of the Multi-String-Converter is realised either using a single-phase or a three-phase topology.
Examples for three-phase realisations are given in 
Modular extendibility for an enhanced functionality of the Operational Control Unit (OCU)
In recent years the requirements on PV-converters have shifted from "just-converting-PV-energy" to PVconverters with numerous additional functions (e.g. communication via Powerline, providing a history of events, statistical analysis of delivered energy). Since this trend is expected to continue the Multi-String-converter has the capability for modular functional extendibility.
Because of the increased nominal power of the MultiString-converter the implementation of the additional functions in the OCU of the Multi-String-converter is economical compared to small String-converters. The additional costs caused by the enhanced functionality of the OCU result in a marginal increase in specific converter costs (€/W) only. In particular the enhanced functionality comprises:
• Power Quality Control • Wireless Communication
These functions are described in some detail in Section 4.2.
FIRST GENERATION OF MULTI-STRING-CONVERTER: Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String
Structure of the "Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String"
The first generation of the Multi-String-Converter called Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String will be brought to market in spring 2001. As shown in Fig. 7 the Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String comprises three MPP-controlled DC/DCconverters connected to a common single-phase inverter section. The maximum AC-power is 5 kW.
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Technical data of the Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String
The Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String has been designed according to the requirements of the PV-market. The DC/DC-converters uses a boost topology in order to provide the wide input voltage range. 
Control strategy of the Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String
The simplified structure of the Multi-String-converter control strategy is shown Fig. 9 . For reasons of simplicity only one out of three DC/DC-converters is depicted. This control strategy can generally be applied to Multi-Stringconverters comprising any number of DC/DC-converters.
The control is divided into two parts: control of inverter section (AC-control) and control of the DC/DCconverters (DC-control). The main control tasks are assigned as follows:
• AC-control: control of line current (I AC )
• DC-control: MPP-Control for each of the DC/DCconverters.
The controllers operate independently from each other although they are coupled via the controlled system. The mutual influence of AC-and DC-control loops as well as the line voltage (V AC ) and PV-current can be regarded as disturbance. V DC and I PV_1 are disturbances for the DCcontrol loop and I DC_1 , I DC_2 , I DC_3 and V AC are disturbances for the AC-control loop. 
Safety Concept for transformerless Multi-StringConverters
The safety concept of the Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String provides a very high safety standard for the operation of a grid connected PV-system. It is based on SMA's long term experience with the award-winning transformerless String-converters Sunny Boy 1500/2000 [5] . The personal safety is achieved by applying the following measures (according to EN 50178):
• Class II PV-modules and cabling 
SECOND GENERATION OF MULTI-STRING CONVERTERS
Customer defined Multi-String-converters
Following the Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String a second generation of Multi-String-converters will be launched. Additional modules in form of a "construction set" will be offered in order to enable the customer to configure "his" Multi-String-converter tailored to his specific requirements.
In Fig. 10 a PV-converter with four separately MPPcontrolled, galvanicly isolated DC/DC-converters and a three-phase grid connection is shown as an example for a second g eneration Multi-String-converter. In supplementation to the functional modules provided by first generation Multi-String (SCI, MSD, RCD and CDC: abbreviations explained in section 2.7) a module for "Wireless Communication" and a module for "Power Quality Control" have been added to the operational control unit. 
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Additional Modules projected for the second generation Multi-String-converters
This section describes the additional modules for the "Multi-String-Construction-Set" depicted in Fig. 11 . 
a. Power Quality Control
The use of PV-converters for improvement of power quality is becoming more and more important because of the deregulation of the European electricity market. The deregulation can result in a significant deterioration of the power quality. The increasing number of consumers with non-linear characteristics connected to the grid emphasises the necessity for countermeasures that improve the power quality.
Since disturbances are generated all over the utility grid the compensation of harmonics and reactive power has also to be realised in a decentralised manner in order to have an optimum effect. Due to the decentralised character of the generation of Photovoltaic energy grid connected PV-converters are very much suited to be used as active filters and reactive power compensators [6] .
By adding a "Power Quality Control" module the MultiString-converter can additionally be used to improve quality of electrical power supply by means of reactive power compensation and active filtering for compensation of harmonics.
b. Wireless Communication
The number of electrical appliances with wireless communication capabilities is continuously increasing. [7] gives an example for a typical household appliance equipped with a GSM communication module. In PV-systems wireless communication modules based on DECT-Standard (Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunication) or GSM-Standard (Global System for Mobile Telecommunication) are versatile tools for remote monitoring purposes. The operator or owner of the PVsystem has unlimited access to the information provided by the Multi-String-converter and will be notified on demand or immediately in the unlikely event of a PVsystem failure. Consequently numerous maintenance tasks can be carried out from the operators desktop and costly trips to the PV-systems can be avoided.
In case of a DECT-communication module the MultiString-converter can be coupled easily to the domestic telephone system as a digital extension.
c. Three-phase Inverter Section
Depending on the nominal power of the PV-System the inverter section of the Multi-String-converter is equipped with a single-phase or a three-phase inverter section. The use of a three-phase inverter section would b e recommended for PV-systems above 10 kW.
d. Galvanic Isolation
In order to complete the range of additional modules two different concepts for the realisation of PV-systems with galvanic isolation are introduced:
• 50Hz-Transformer for Large-Scale-Systems • DC/DC-converter with galvanic isolation realised with HF-transformer
CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of the new Multi-String technology can be regarded as a further milestone in the development of PV-system technology. The development of a PVconverter based on the new Multi-String-Concept leads to a significant cost reduction of String-converters while still using the advantages of the String-converter technology.
Beside the reduced specific costs the main features of the Multi-String-converter are best operational performance resulting in an optimum energy yield, modularity and extendibility. First units for field-tests of the new "Sunny Boy 5000 Multi-String" representing the first generation of PV-converters in Multi-String technology are available in autumn 2000. Finally, Table 2 summarises the innovative ideas that resulted in the development of the Multi-String-converter.
